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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of this paper is to present the Krško Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) on-
going project for the development & implementation of the server application for the projects 
collaboration and structured storage of the project documents in different file formats, all 
considering basic document control rules regarding versioning and distribution control. 

NEK (Nuklearna elektrarna Krško) contracted S&T Slovenija d.d. for the development 
and implementation of the SharePoint application on Microsoft SharePoint platform. 

It is expected that the application will be fully utilized by users in October 2012. 

Since 1992, NEK was introducing in average 40-50 new design changes (modifications 
or projects) every year. Only modifications with very limited scope could have been 
completely prepared, developed and implemented solely by NEK employees. Most of design 
changes have been prepared, developed and implemented in intensive collaboration of several 
companies like AE (Architect Engineering) companies, institutes, equipment manufacturers, 
and installers. Such effort cannot be fulfilled without intensive communication, 
multidisciplinary review and verification of the documentation and it is not exception that the 
design change documentation packages contain numerous binders full of technical 
documentation that are more and more being utilized as e-documents instead of hardcopies. 

The old fashion way of project communication and collaboration (paper documents, 
exchange of E-mails and phone conversation) was found to be extremely inefficient and the 
new SharePoint application was conceived in order to resolve problems associated with NEK 
needs for project documents storage and configuration control related to the document 
versioning and distribution, centralized storage and multiuser access to the project E-mails, 
remote internet access to the application by authorized users utilizing high level of cyber 
security, discussions among project team members, commenting of the documents under 
review, tasks assignments to the project team members, tracking and reporting of working 
tasks status, export of the current project files to some PC or mobile PC version - laptop, 
powerful tools for file searching and sorting based on metadata stored with each file, etc. 

In order to resolve problems described and to enable that all project team members can 
concurrently work online on the development, review and approval of project documents, no 
matter if they are working in NEK or in some other local company or remote company, NEK 
considered preparation, development and implementation of subject server application. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

At least two departments in NEK ESD (Engineering Services Division) are responsible 
for the preparation and development of the project documentation, and they are Design 
Changes department (ING.MOD) and Process Computers department (ING.PI). Although the 
modification RE (Responsible Engineer) or the PM (Project Manager) originates from those 
two NEK ESD departments, NEK project team is usually assembled with several team 
members or discipline experts originating also from other NEK departments like NEK 
operations, chemistry, maintenance disciplines (mechanical, electro, I&C), civil, etc. 

The project team work is related to the processes of preparation and development of the 
main project documents like CDP (Conceptual Design Package) and DMP (Design 
Modification Package); processes related to the procurement and/or manufacturing of the 
equipment, components and material; processes related to the preparation of the project test 
procedures (FAT – Factory Acceptance Testing and SAT – Site Acceptance Testing); 
preparations for the installation (IP – Installation Package preparation) and implementation or 
commissioning of the project in the plant or installation of equipment and project closure 
processes associated with the preparation of TOP (Turn Over Package). 

The essential key for the success of any project is good project communication among 
project team members and among companies who are project participants. Today, project 
communication is mostly based on exchange of e-documents and small number of paper or 
hardcopy documents. Up to now, NEK had practice to open new project file folder on one of 
NEK servers for each new modification or new project. Subject project file folder would be 
named in the same way as the project got its project code (like for example 1030-EE-L). 
Pending on the personal discipline of NEK modification RE or NEK PM, those project file 
folders had more or less standardized subfolder file structure. 

Project file folders were open to all NEK employees at NEK site as set of project READ 
ONLY files, while with consent of NEK RE or PM, certain project team members could have 
higher privileges to modify, write and delete files.  

Subject method with project file folders was introduced in 2005 and it presented huge 
improvement regarding the practise that was utilized before (exchange of hardcopy project 
documents even with some key documents like CDP & DMP in six copies and very small 
amount of documents exchanged via E-mails – limitations for E-mail attachments). Very soon 
we have realized that the project file folders that existed on NEK server cannot fully satisfy 
NEK needs of project team members for the document exchange and project collaboration. 

The major deficiency of old approach with project file folders was in the fact that non 
NEK project participants (AE – Architect Engineering companies, equipment manufacturers 
or equipment vendors, vendors for services) or NEK team members when on business trip 
outside of NEK, cannot utilize files stored in project file folder and cannot store some new 
project contribution files to the project file folder on NEK server. 

NEK started to consider possibilities for the new approach that would satisfy all or most 
of our project documents exchange and collaboration needs. The first step was the 
development of NEK technical and procurement specification (Rev. 0, May 2011) for the 
development of “Server Application for On-Going Projects Collaboration at NEK” (referred 
to as “Application” in further text) that was used in the bidding process. NEK selected S&T 
Slovenija d.d. as the best bidder. Together with S&T we revised technical specification whose 
Rev. 1 became Conformance Specification and as such integral part of our Contract for the 
development and implementation of the SharePoint application on Microsoft SharePoint 
platform (Oct 2011). 
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2 PROBLEM BACKGROUND DESCRIPTION 

Introduction provided on the previous page explained the way how NEK exchanged 
project documents in the past (up to nowadays), but it was obvious that the utilization of the 
project file folders stored on NEK server has serious limitations out of which the most 
important deficiencies could be summarized as follows: 

• Non project team participants (AE and different vendors) do not have remote 
(Internet) access to the project file folders on NEK servers. 

• NEK RE, PM and project team members being outside of NEK (at home or on 
business trip) do not have access to the project file folders on NEK server. 

• Exchanging files as attachments to E-mails has limitations and obstacles that 
disturb normal project E-mail correspondence mainly because of the following: 

o E-mail attachments are limited to the 8 MB that is not enough. 
o Wide distribution of particular E-mail with attachments will use multiple 

resources on different computers making it inefficient, not to mention 
future document versioning and configuration control issues. 

o When somebody is absent (example at equipment vendor on FAT) for 
longer time, his E-mail inbox will be filled up with E-mail messages with 
large attachments thus preventing him to receive additional new E-mails. 

• RE or PM are usually responsible for the administration of project file folders 
and approval of changes to the folder or file privileges to the team members 
(write, modify, delete). When RE and PM are absent (example: although 
working on project but at vendor’s facilities), those administration tasks cannot 
be performed off-site and it is difficult to transfer those tasks to somebody else. 

• Project file folders stored on NEK server are not practical to be used for the 
shared project E-mail storage. Such requirement would request that at least RE 
or PM (if not all project team members) save each IN/OUT E-mail as “msg” 
formatted file in the appropriate subfolder of the project file folder. 

• Some companies (AE or Equipment/Services vendors) utilize FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol) for delivery or reception of the large data files that cannot be sent over 
an E-mail. Even successfully utilizing FTP data transfer, we will still have the 
very same problem of document (file) distribution and version control among 
the numerous project team members in different dislocated companies. 

• Some of standard NEK partners have own solution on different platforms for the 
resolution of same problems or for the storage of on-going project documents 
and for the project collaboration. Usually only NEK RE or PM get permission 
for the access to the project sites of our vendors, while on large projects there 
are many NEK project team members who need same data. Synchronization 
between two different systems (vendor and NEK) and regular bi-directional file 
updates became too large burden for the RE and PM. 

• Project file folders that were created up to now do not have standard subfolder 
structure and in order to achieve that, too much is pending on the RE or PM 
personal discipline administrating project file folders. 

• Version configuration control (versioning) for the project documents under 
development can hardly be achieved within the system with project file folders. 
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• Even in the cases when RE or PM administrate their project file folders in very 
disciplined and strict way, it is hard to ensure correct versioning (Example: How 
to prevent that two different persons who have such privileges simultaneously 
prepare new document Rev. 6 based on the same “old” Rev. 5 of the document, 
both store the new Rev. 6 and in that way overwrite the other Rev. 6 being 
prepared by another project team member?). 

• There is no simple possibility to initiate discussion (something like internet chat) 
among project team members related to the particular issue or document. 

• When opening project file folder with many subfolders, it is difficult to 
recognize which are the last new documents stored to the particular project, and 
because of that it is very hard to review or comment new document submittals. 

• With the project file folder system, it is not possible to visibly assign tasks 
associated with particular documents to particular project team members, and to 
make those tasks visible to everybody once when he open the project file folder. 

• There is no possibility that particular user of project file folders assigns some 
flags for personal use to the stored files (like: “IMPORTANT TO BE READ”, 
“WAITING FOR REVIEW AND COMMENT”, “REPLAY”,…). 

• The project file folders do not have possibility to regularly inform (example: 
every 24 hours) about changes in project file folders structure or content. 

• RE and PM working on project and utilizing old system with project file folders, 
do not have possibility to monitor and to prepare some statistics about activities 
on the stored files performed by particular project team members (who opened 
particular file and how many times, who stored some new file, statistics about 
performance regarding personal tasks of project team members, etc.). 

• Project file folders have usually many subfolders that have own subfolders, etc. 
Sometimes, complete file storage path has too many characters preventing new 
files to be stored because we usually like to make file names to be descriptive 
and self-explanatory (the maximum MS Windows file path length or URL file 
path length is restricted to 260 characters). 

The Conformance Specification presents the document that addressed each of the 
problems experienced with the usage of old project file folders system. 

Preparing functional and performance requirements that were established for the new 
application on MS SharePoint platform NEK tried to overcome difficulties and obstacles 
experienced during utilization of the project file folders system mainly described above. 

However, more detailed documents regarding functional and performance descriptions 
and more SharePoint platform oriented project documents were developed during on-going 
project work and those project documents are listed in the following section 3. 

It is important to note, that the new Application is oriented towards the e-document 
storage and project collaboration for ON-GOING projects only. Once when the project is 
closed, by requirements of NEK procedures, everything is assembled within TOP (Turn Over 
Package) and as such archived to NEK Quality Records. NEK Quality Records and Document 
Control system will very soon also be transferred to the electronic media or to the new EDMS 
(Electronic Document Management System), but this is not part of scope of our application. 
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3 SCOPE OF ENGINEERING SERVICES AND DELIVERABLES 

Section that follows lists scope of the project engineering services and scope of the 
associated deliverables as anticipated by the Conformance Specification or our Contract. 

• Discussion and verification of the project Design Inputs and Preparation of the PMM 
(Project Management Manual) 

• Preparation of the SDS (Software Design Specification) for the Application on MS 
SharePoint platform. 

• Preparation of the hardware setup and data links configuration. Same document 
includes description of administrating and maintenance activities on the new 
SharePoint platform and Application itself. 

• Preparation of the Cyber Security Analysis that resulted with the decision that the two 
level of user authentication will be applied for the off-site access to the Application. 

• Application development, adjustments of the SharePoint features to NEK 
requirements, and installation of the Application at NEK testing configuration. 

• Development of FAT procedure (because of traditional reasons we called it Factory 
Acceptance Testing – FAT, although the testing was not performed at “factory”, but at 
“site”) and Application preliminary testing or FAT at NEK in testing environment. 

• Preparation of instructions for the Application installation at NEK in the final 
production environment and support for installation. 

• Development of SAT (Site Acceptance Testing) procedure and Application final 
acceptance testing or SAT at NEK in final production environment. 

• Training for two groups of users: RE or PM application project oriented administrators 
and other NEK and non-NEK dislocated off-site users. 

• Preparation and issue of the final project report, project closure activities, assembly 
and storage of the project TOP to NEK Quality Records archives. 

4 NEK FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

NEK functional and performance requirements related to the Application were 
described in Conformance Specification document and particularly in the Attachment 1 to the 
specification. The Application functional requirements were oriented towards resolution of 
problems that existed with utilization of the former system with project file folders stored on 
NEK servers. Functional solutions that are implemented on MS SharePoint platform were 
described in details in the SDS document.  

The new issue that was not anticipated in the Conformance Specification was related to 
the two level user authentication that we decided to implement after the development and 
discussion related to the Cyber Security Analysis. We decided that the off-site users (NEK 
and non-NEK) will have to authenticate themselves in two major steps or in two levels: 

• The first level of user authentication that is needed to enter NEK environment 
and that is based on utilization of hardware (RSA) or software tokens that can be 
installed on PC or on smart phones. 

• The second level of user authentication is needed to enter Application for certain 
project based on user name and password. 
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Most of functionalities implemented in our Application are standard SharePoint 
functionalities that were adjusted to NEK requirements (appropriate configuration of HMI or 
Human Machine Interface screens and parameterizing), but it is also important to emphasize 
some functional specifics that were implemented in our Application although not being 
standard, commonly used off the shelf SharePoint platform features. 

In order to be able to fully utilize SharePoint functionalities, files that are stored to the 
SharePoint farm must be equipped with set of metadata. The basic rule applies in the sense 
that we cannot utilize something in the future that has not been entered as metadata before. At 
the same time we have recognized that there are situations in which some off-site Application 
users will want to store remotely to the project “folder” large number of files (example: AE 
employees would like to store numerous drawings submitted for review as part of future 
DMP), but we cannot expect from them to save them one by one and to add metadata to each 
file to be stored. Our Application will enable that for certain categories of project files it is 
possible to “copy-paste” large number of files with “one mouse click”, without entering 
metadata for each file separately. 

We have also added functionality to our Application that ensures automatic storage of 
all project E-mails to certain project “folder”. In order to do that, the only thing all project 
team members must do is to ensure that the project reference “address” is listed among 
addressees (To: or cc:) of each E-mail that was anticipated to be stored to the project E-mail 
correspondence “folder”. 

The SharePoint farm project structure can be presented in Slovenian or English 
language pending on the languages used by the project team members on particular project. 

Some performance figures originating from NEK requirements are the following: 

• In July, 2011, the old NEK Project file folders system had about 350 projects or 
design modification folders, with approx. 210.000 files stored in more than 
20.500 folders and subfolders, total size of all files was 250 GB, the largest 
project had 2.000 subfolders. 

• The largest anticipated file will be limited to 2 GB (SharePoint limit). 

• NEK already has 450 packages of CAL (Client Access License) for NEK on-
site users and additional 150 packages of CAL were requested for off-site users. 

• The SharePoint Application should provide solution for project file “folders” for 
next ten years. It is anticipated that within next ten years, NEK will have the 
following Application content: 900 closed projects, 200 on-going projects, total 
cumulative file size 1.500 GB (1,5 TB), total number of approx. 1.000.000 files. 

5 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MS SHAREPOINT APPLICATION 

The MS SharePoint 2010 platform was chosen for the resolution platform because 
SharePoint functionalities provide best environment and platform for creating effective 
project document management and communication and collaboration between project 
stakeholders. These elements are critical for every project. The aim is to provide these 
functionalities so we could enhance all opportunities which are caused by effective document 
management, communication and collaboration. 

Two other and very important functionalities the SharePoint platform also provides are 
scalability and customization. The solution’s flexible design supports a wide spectre of 
collaboration requirements in a project lifecycle ranging in size from a small to a very large 
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project teams. In case of a rapid content growth it can be easily scaled up with additional 
hardware to offer a stable environment with high availability which is critical toward 
providing efficient 24/7 solution to information workers. With many customization options 
regarding visual appearance, additional third party applications, external database 
connectivity and other development aspects the SharePoint application can be tailored to a 
variety of specific needs for almost every business environment particularly those based on a 
server infrastructure and software provided by Microsoft. 

The application solution is based on the following main functional characteristics: 

• Application functionalities are based on Microsoft SharePoint 2010 technologies. 
• Application has prepared preconfigured template for every project when it is assigned 

and be ready to start. Templates are prepared in two different languages, one in 
Slovenian and the other in English language. Which language would be used is based 
on the project stakeholders who will participate in the project. 

• All data structure in application (document folders, lists, tasks and discussions) are 
created and preconfigured in the application according to the project management 
methodology in NEK. 

• Document folders with preconfigured structure of project folders and preconfigured 
structure of documents hierarchical metadata. Libraries provide document versioning. 
Hierarchical metadata provide creating virtual folders which could be created in 
various folder views. 

• Document libraries for receiving e-mail and e-mail attachments. Document libraries 
have e-mail addresses which could be addressed directly in E-mail clients. 

• Project News is intended to inform project members about on-going project events. 
• Project calendar is intended for planning and scheduling of events and appointments. 
• Project tasks are intended for planning tasks regarding document writing, reading and 

reviewing and assigning documents to various tasks. 
• Discussions are intended for team member online collaboration and discussions for 

various documents. 
• Many different views on SharePoint site which could be web-based workspace view 

and windows explorer views. Workspace views are preconfigured for the usage so the 
users can be the very efficient with the use of the Application. 

• Usage procedures and guidelines for opening, assigning, performing and closing 
project in the Application. 

• Properly integrated Application in the NEK Intranet. The first or top level application 
page has the list of all projects which are grouped based on their current status (like 
ASN-assigned projects, DEV-active projects, COM-completed projects, TOP-closed 
projects, OLD-links to the projects in old file system). 

6 PROJECT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING 

Following are the actual project schedule milestones (for those that are behind us) that 
do not differ for significant amount from the contracted schedule milestones.  

• Contract signed 14.10.2011, PMM issued 16.12.2011. 
• Document describing hardware platform and data links approval 6.2.2012. 
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• SDS – Software Design Specification approval 13.2.2012. 
• Cyber Security Analysis approval 9.3.2012. 
• Application development and installation for FAT purposes 9.4.2012. 
• Approval of FAT Rev 1 procedure and FAT performance 30.5.2012.  
• FAT procedure Rev. 2 extended with two level user authentication 9.8.2012. 
• Development of user manuals Rev. 1 – 29.5.2012, Rev. 2 – 9.8.2012. 
• Development and approval of SAT procedure 5.9.2012. 
• Installation of Application in final production environment 31.8 – 10.9.2012. 
• SAT performance 12.9.2012. 
• Training 17. – 26.9.2012. 
• Project completion report 23.10.2012. 

• Project closure 6 months after commissioning completion (warranty) 23.4.2012. 

7 LESSONS LEARNED BY THE PRELIMINARY (FAT) TESTING PHASE 

The extensive efforts related to the preparation of different documents, project meetings 
and expert discussions, installation and testing activities have enabled us to state some lessons 
learned although the project was not completed at the time this paper was written. 

The SharePoint project farm provides superb functionalities for project collaboration, 
project file storage, task management and project progress monitoring. Possibilities are so 
extensive that it can easily happen that some of them will never be used by regular project 
team members. 

In addition to the file size absolute SharePoint limit of 2 GB that is stated in several MS 
SharePoint documents, there is another “secondary” file size limit that impacts the way we 
can perform upload and download of the documents to/from the SharePoint farm. That 
“secondary” file size limit is not the same for all SharePoint installations, it cannot be 
precisely calculated, but in our case it is approx. 100 MB. For the purpose of this explanation 
we can say that files up to 100 MB are named small (or normal) files, while files between 100 
MB and 2 GB are named large files. There are up to five possible methods for files upload 
and download to/from SharePoint farm, but some of those methods are not advisable or even 
not functional for large data files (between 100 MB and 2 GB). This is not considered to be 
obstacle, if users understand what the limitations are and what the methods are that must be 
utilized with large files. It is big problem from the HMI point of view that when 
inappropriately utilized, some methods do not provide appropriate response, or do not provide 
clear indication that something is wrong or something is running too slow or that something 
just stopped working. To avoid that, user must know what the right method is to be used 
regarding the file upload/download related to the file size. 

Mechanisms exist that can increase cyber security, and decrease risk for our system to 
be exposed to different kinds of threats. Those additional mechanisms (like two level user 
authentication) will make our system “safer”, but also at the same time system becomes more 
complicated for project team member Application user. In such situation people primarily like 
to make their own life easier and they forget on basic cyber security rules and they start 
sharing information and tools for the remote authentication and application access. 
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